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Swami: How was your day Will? 
 
Will: I’m a little tired. 
 
Swami: You are a little tired? 
 
Will: Yes.  
 
Swami: Why? 
 
Will: It’s been a long day.  
 
Swami: What? 
 
Will: It’s been a long day. I got up at 7 am this morning. 
 
Swami: What? 
 
Will: I got up at 7 am this morning and that doesn’t…  
 
Swami: What did he say? 
 
Jayscee: He got up very early.  
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Swami: You got up very early? 
 
Student: At seven.  
 
Swami: It means early or it’s late? As generally you’re waking up 
that is early or late? 
 
Will: Generally early.  
 
Swami: Like what time? 
 
Will: Maybe 9 o’clock, maybe 10.  
 
Swami: Two hours is not a bad. Early two hours is not a bad. You 
want to complete today your process? 
 
Will: Yes, please.  
 
Swami: You want to wait for two more days? 
 
Will: I am happy to do whatever is best Swami.  
 
Swami: No, I’m asking you, you want to complete today or you want 
to wait two more days? It’s up to your feeling. 
 
Will: I want to complete today Swami.  
 
Swami: Okay, done. Come. Don’t make it (container of sand) fall 
down. Put there (in front of Swami).  
 
Swami to Tobias: Can you burn, put some incense, make some 
incense? 
 
Will: Shall I take it out? 
 
Swami: Wait, wait, wait.  
 
(Tobias lights a handful of incense and gives them to Swami to hold).  
 
Swami: You should do it or I should do it? 
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Will: I would like to do it Swami.  
 
Swami: You would like to do it? Tell strongly. You would like to do 
it? 
 
Will: I would like to do it Swami.  
 
Swami: You’re seeing his voice is strong or just…? (long pause) Okay, 
done. Can I see that box?  (container of sand)  
 
(pause) 
 
Swami: The same mechanism as before. 
 
Will: The same one? 
 
Swami: Same, same, same mechanism.  
 
Will: Should I chant those mantras? 
 
Swami: No, no need. Just think in your thought, in your mind.  
 
(pause) 
 
Swami: Are you confident? 
 
Will: Yes, Swami. Yes, I'm confident. 
 
Swami: On the... 
 
Will: Yes.  
 
Swami: What is your question mark on it? 
 
Will: Do you want me to say it out loud? 
 
Swami: No. You have good clarity? 
 
Will: Yes.  
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Swami: Open it. Careful. It’s tight? 
 
Will: Very tight.  
 
Swami: No doubt on it. Relax. Sit.  
 
Swami to the Students: Make the lights on.  
 
(When the container opens it makes a pop like it was vacuum sealed) 
 
Swami: Look at my face and just put the hand inside it and squeeze 
the dust and put your sankalpam same the mechanism. Squeeze it. 
Squeeze it. Got it? 
 
Will: Should I chant those mantras or just think on them? 
 
Swami: Think inside. Squeeze it. Squeeze the sand. Keep squeezing 
sand. Something will keep come in your hand, the sand will… keep 
squeeze it. It’s touched? 
 
Will: I am squeezing a lot of sand.  
 
Swami: Squeeze it. Has to. Go, squeeze it.  
 
Will: Do you want me to like this? 
 
Swami: Make it squeeze.  
 
Will: Like stir? 
 
Swami: Uh huh.  
 
Will: Okay.  
 
Swami: He’s such a tension person.  
 
(After Swami says this, within 3 seconds Will answers) 
 
Will: Yes, something is there Swami.  
 
Swami: You got it?  
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Will: Yes. (pause from amazement) Yes, I got it.  
 
Swami: You got it? 
 
Will: Yes.  
 
Swami: Feel with your fingers. Whatever you wanted, it is same 
thing? 
 
Will: Yes, exactly what I asked for. 
 
Swami: Exactly? 
 
Will: Exactly.  
 
Swami: You are 100% confident? 
 
Will: I am 100% confident Swami.  
 
Swami: Whatever you thought, it is there? 
 
Will: One part I left it up to you Swami.  
 
Swami: Okay, just have a small look on it. Hmm? 
 
Will: Yes.  
 
Swami: Good. Leave it there and close it again. Don’t worry, it won't 
disappear. You’ve ever seen such a thing in your life? See it again 
one more time. Don’t bring it that out all the way. Don’t bring it. 
You’ve ever seen in your life? 
 
Will: I’ve seen something like it.  
 
Swami: But, it’s something special.  
 
Will: Yes.  
 
Swami: Isn’t it? 
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Will: Yes. (pause)  How can I use this to help the world Swami? 
 
Swami: Don’t worry, just you got out. You made it! So, close it. Put 
near Baba’s feet.  
 
Will: Okay.  
 
Swami: You sure that was all sand isn’t it, dust? Those were all sand, 
isn’t it? I'm asking... Those were all sand, dust? How we call it?  
 
Students: Sand.  
 
Will: Do you mean, is there anything else in here? 
 
Swami: No. I'm asking is it dirt? Tatyana will need to change 
complete thing as a sugar, the whole dust.  
 
Will: Yes, it’s only dust.  
 
Swami: Okay, close that. Put near Baba feet.  
 
Will: Some small rocks, is it okay? 
 
Swami: It’s fine. Close it. Close it. Go, and put it. Don’t fall down. 
He's pretty shaking.  
 
Will: It’s my nature.  
 
Swami: Thanks. To midnight, sometime, try to spend whole night 
here. Midnight around by 12:30, 1 hold it and sit in front of him, 
meditate, see the light.  
 
Will: Hold my object? 
 
Swami: Hold like this (Swami shows open right hand, palm up, object 
should sit in palm). Make the candlelight, even if somebody sees you 
whatever it is, just look at the Baba’s face, keep chanting the 
mechanism, see the light. Then after sunrise you're done, you can 
take off anywhere in the globe. I will explain. It’s a matter of five 
minutes, how to use it. Almost all you completed five strokes. But 
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you will know tonight. I no need to explain. You should know 
yourself.  
 
Will: Okay.  
 
Swami: You should know yourself. I no need to explain. I’ll explain 
little bit tips then you can do it. Okay? 
 
Will: I am glad to know that energy. 
 
Swami: Yeah, you will know it. Believe me, you will.  
 
Will: And, how to use it? 
 
Swami: I will explain.  
 
Will: Okay. I should come at midnight and sit? 
 
Swami: You’re not leaving the box. You're not ignoring the box. You 
have to be. Who knows, anybody will tempt and steal it.  
 
Will: So, I will stay nearby.  
 
Swami: I’m serious. Can you believe all these guys? I won't believe 
all these guys. Few people I believe it.  
 
Will: They’re my family Swami.  
 
Swami: Me too I feel but sometimes it has to be. Okay? Good. Go and 
relax. Don’t get tension. Be in quiet, silence. Don’t show. Be in 
observation. 
 
Will: Thank you. 
 
Swami: So, next up, you madam Papador.  
 
Tatyana: Yes, I'm ready.  
 
Swami: So, after twenty-four hours. What time you're doing the full 
moon process? 
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Lucia: 12 to 1:30 am.  
 
Swami: Start by 12:30 you know. Start by 12:30, end by 2 o’clock. It’s 
everybody thinks, its kind of, “How it really possible?” Until you 
know the mechanism it’s a tricky. Once if you know the mechanism 
it’s done. The formula just to make that, that’s important. Do you 
understand Paul?  
 
Paul: Yes, Swami.  
 
Swami to Imke: Where is your cross? 
 
Imke: In my room, in Ganesh’s room.  
 
Swami: When is Lothar coming?  
 
Imke: I have no idea.  
 
Swami: How many people made the crosses? 
 
Imke: Nine altogether. 
 
Swami: Who are they? 
 
Imke: Ganesh, Lothar, Jennifer, Marcie, Martin, Veemala, Mohini, I 
and Tilo.  
 
Swami: Hmm? 
 
Imke: Tilo.  
 
Swami: Who is that? 
 
Imke: It’s a guy from East Germany.  
 
Swami: Uh-huh. You need to make that, re-carve that as a normal 
cross. By tomorrow night you need to bring that to me as like Lothar.  
 
Imke: The saw we have? 
 
Swami: You need to re-saw it back. Saw? 
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Imke: It doesn’t work Swami. The key to change the blades is gone.  
 
Swami: I don’t know how you will do it. Has to do it by tomorrow 
night. You can take anybody’s help. Terry, can you help her? 
 
Terry: Yes.  
 
Swami: What type of blades is gone? 
 
Imke: We need to change the blades and the key for that is gone. We 
can't get it off. And, the blade is like that.  
 
Terry: I’ll look at it Swami.  
 
Swami: He’ll help. Okay? 
 
Zahira: Can I ask you a question? 
 
Swami: Yeah? 
 
Zahira: I wanted to ask this question last time. When you made us to 
chant the personal mantra the night before Baba’s samadhi, do you 
remember? 
 
Swami: I don’t remember. I’m sorry. Of course I remember. Yeah? 
 
Zahira: And, it was connected with the earthquake in Japan. My 
question is, do you remember that? 
 
Swami: What is your question? 
 
Zahira: My question is, did you use, did you use somehow our 
personal mantras connected to our power spot, which is the earth 
element, did you use it like to balance the earthquake in Japan? 
 
Swami: Why you are asking that? 
 
Zahira: I thought it when we were doing that mantra, personal 
mantra and that day I thought about that and I wanted to ask you.  
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Swami: Of course we want to help the globe. We don’t want that 
quake disasters. Do you know what I'm saying? Do you know the 
sometimes I took little slow processes. To your point, yes, not I used, 
the Guru Parampara used it. Something we little bit we helped. The 
big fire we put a little small water on it to stop it.  
 
Zahira: How you access it? 
 
Swami: Me? 
 
Zahira: How you access this energy? 
 
Swami: No idea. Once if you really jump then you’ll know it. Like its 
kind of your question, “Once if you jump in the swimming pool, how 
you know to swim?” 
 
Zahira: I can’t. Still, I can't. I jumped many times. I don’t know how 
to swim and I have the feeling you need to know something to know 
that. 
 
Swami: No, even after you learned the bicycle riding, if anybody 
asked, “How you can balance it?” Can you make it any answer for it? 
Tatyana? 
 
Tatya: No. 
 
Swami: To this question also, no.  
 
Zahira: So, are you saying that you don’t need to know special 
knowledge for that? You will know? It will come? Your soul will 
know? 
 
Swami: It’s practice and yes, your soul will automatically know it. 
You'll do it. You will do it in a few days later… but, from the Jesus 
Christ, from his statue, the blood has to start, like every few people 
going, doing abishek with lot of water. When in front of you, drop, 
wherever you touch your finger, the blood has to start drop by drop. 
Then I’ll think on the crosses next. So, let's first hit the big boss 
(Swami motions to Baba’s statue). Pretty good everybody’s energy’s 
ready but you need to know how to operate it. Its important. You’ll 
know it. And, Michelle Marchand are you okay? 
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Michelle: Yes.  
 
Swami: But, very few people have the capacity, and having the 
punch, and can able to do it. But, many people are scaring me. You 
know scaring? With huge fear and unworthiness, and lack of 
themselves confidence, and lack of confidence on me, and lack of 
trust in the process, complete stuck in the kind of strange illusion. 
Put it this way, kind of everything is a dark and doubt. So, in front of 
a blind person I can't show to even really a beautiful statue, beautiful 
anything, because of, once if you pull the thought, “It’s a joke.” 
Entire the process even after you done it will become a joke. Do you 
know what I'm saying? Once if you started to entering it, it is serious. 
Even a person who is dying with cobra bite, that seriousness will 
suck, you will know how to suck the poison out. For anything is the 
point and the aim and concentration. You’ll do it. You can do it. 
Many times I asked the Will, “Are you okay? Are you confidence?” 
But he did good job. I asked, “What is your personal mantra?” He is 
ready to tell his personal mantra. I’m sorry Will. You seen it? You 
observed it? Hello? 
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: He is ready to tell his personal mantra, it means he is pretty 
good out. That’s danger. On the moment you should not. You should 
be very careful what even I'm talking. It’s okay. That’s natural 
intense. Once if you're in the position… But he’s hundred times 
better compared what I seen few people. What else? Do you have 
any questions madam, Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana: Yeah, what is exactly my next process? You mentioned two 
things but I guess you will tell.  
 
Swami: I don’t want to advise to you but my feeling maybe you 
might change that whole dust to as a sand, maybe whatever it is or 
sugar. It’s need to change. You have to feel. Your hand has to feel 
that energy. Any questions? 
 
Christine Selb: I would like to know what is the link from the inner 
water element to the Jiva Prana Yoga? 
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Swami: Why you’re going to there? 
 
Christine Selb: I had that question for a long time in my mind. I 
haven’t asked it until now and it keeps coming up.  
 
Swami: Is it necessary to go that, that subject? Any questions? 
 
Imke: The five samadhi stages you mentioned the last talk, each type 
of the five samadhis, is that related to each one element? Like one 
element is water, one is fire? 
 
Student: Can you speak louder? 
 
Imke: The five types of samadhi stages Swami mentioned last talk, 
my question is if each type is related to one element? 
 
Swami: Five samadhis… what is the relation between that, that’s 
you're talking? What are they, their names? 
 
Imke: No, what element is the five types and each of these, each type 
of these samadhis is connected to a specific element like water, one is 
water, one is fire, one is sky, one is earth, you use to do that 
samadhi? 
 
Swami: Whatever he made it, today, is linked with, I told him he got 
five strokes. Five strokes means it’s a part of my thought, and he's 
looking at me, I'm looking at him, (snaps) started. It’s all elements 
energies come to in one. Take off. He did it whatever in his mind and 
thought exactly. So everything is there in that object. That’s his soul 
object. That’s his life. If he lost it, simply I want to say, “Goodbye.” I 
can't help. Once if anybody received the soul object, no chance even 
you might think, “Swami, you have the way to can fix it.” I'm 
serious, absolutely no way can re-fix it. Absolutely no way. Once if 
you first you made with yourself and if you know that light and that 
energy, once if you know the mechanism, you should not, should 
not, not, not, not lose it!  
 
You might have great knowledge in your mind, you might have 
great information in your soul, you might have great whatever it is 
but you lost the PIN number of your soul. But, it is very difficult to 
get back again in this lifetime.  
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Swami to Will: For a while you need to be, they put it a pretty strong 
way, for a while you really need to be in very super stitha pregnatata 
and in vairagya stage. That’s I want recommend. It will go for any 
extreme. So, the bottom line, never lose it.  
 
Zahira: Swami, you said the soul object is coming from Guru 
Parampara?  
 
Swami: Yes. 
 
Zahira: If he is making in his hand, how this energy is coming from 
Guru Parampara? 
 
Swami: He already got it. He’s looking at me. I'm looking at him. But 
I have… 
 
Zahira: From your eyes? 
 
Swami: Of course. Of course.  
 
Swami to Zahira: Don’t worry, you never lost your object. You got 
disturbed the energy to that, you didn’t lose it. You got disturbed it.  
 
Zahira: Swami, can you tell sometimes, can I tell you something? 
 
Swami: Sure. We’ll talk sometime.  
 
Lucia: What is the difference between the soul object that you made 
with the master and the object that you get from the Mother Divine?  
 
Swami: From yourself what you made is super powerful than the 
Mother Divine. If he chose me it’s a joke but he chose himself. If he 
chose two days, “I want to wait it,” it is also a joke. He want to do 
now. But many steps you took very good decisions, but whenever I 
asked, “Can you tell your personal mantra?” He’s ready to tell. 
That’s danger. That’s a danger.  
 
Zahira: Just one second.  
 
Swami: What? 
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Zahira: Just one? 
 
Swami: That’s enough. That spot I'm a little nervous if he might open 
his mouth. Do you know what I'm saying? That’s the way I need to 
punch. I have to punch that. I have to test that no matter what. But its 
okay. Its clear cut. But I want to see with Jesus when you touch your 
fingers, wherever you touch the statue how its coming drop by drop 
the blood. Taking that blood and putting on your third eye sitting 
and having that experience. That’s the punch. That’s the punch to 
your soul, but I don’t know who I'm going to choose few people. 
There's like nine, ten people is ready to do it but don’t feel left out if I 
didn’t able to choose you guys, because of same thing what I told it, 
there's no clarity, bumpiness. One thing is very important, never ever 
play with power, with power, it makes you complete… 
 
Zahira: Power? 
 
Swami: With energy. It makes you kind of super shaky. Just you 
watched him how he was. Even though he’s super strong and thirty 
percent he's pretty good dead, his soul is dummy. Dummy? Sorry to 
say that Will but… 
 
Zahira: Swami, when this miracle was happening there was five 
minutes which we can utilize? During the miracle was happening the 
five minutes miracle energy was there. That’s something we should 
have utilized? 
 
Swami: He utilized it.  
 
Zahira: Huh? 
 
Swami: He utilized it. He did it. 
 
Zahira: No, I mean us watching.  
 
Swami: It’s enough you're here in this energy.  
 
Zahira: What is the benefit? 
 
Swami: What you're expecting the benefit? 
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Zahira: Well, do we get the mechanism or do we, you know, get the 
energy? 
 
Swami: He has to demonstrate some more things with that object. He 
has to use it. He has to show to what is the greatness of that object, 
otherwise it is a joke. He will do it. I don’t want to tell now. Wait. 
Wait tomorrow. Let the sunrise come.  
 
Zahira: And how long will the soul object last, the lifespan? 
 
Swami: Am I did any wrong to you? Why you are keeping on? Brett, 
I'm charging you a lot, she's asking a lot of questions. I’m charging 
you.  
 
Zahira: It’s good Swami because he's doing only computer work.  
 
Swami to Brett: Each question a thousand Rupees.  
 
Swami to Zahira: Go ahead. What? 
 
Zahira: I forgot what was my last question.  
 
Swami: How long it will last the soul (object)… 
 
Zahira: Yes, how long it will last the soul object? 
 
Swami: Nine lifetimes it will stay with you.  
 
Zahira: If you some next lifetime, how will you get it? 
 
Swami: It will come back no matter what, wherever you are, it will 
find you. It will find you. 
 
Lucia: Does that mean what we create, we created already before in 
lifetimes? 
 
Swami: Same energy but different way, different form.  
 
Lucia: Oh. The energy’s the same just the form is different.  
 
Swami: Yes. Yes.  
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Jonathan: How is this process you just did with Will different from 
what we were doing in Dwarkamai?  
 
Swami: That’s complete different. This is different but same energy 
hitting it.  
 
Cyndria: Are these yogas?  This is a yoga? 
 
Swami: Yes.  
 
Lucia: Is it Atma Sandhana Paramatma Sandhana Yoga? 
 
Swami: You always like the union energy isn’t it?  
 
Lucia: Well it looked like… 
 
Swami: When is Daichi coming? Just, when he is coming? 
 
Zahira: 15th November. November 15th, two weeks.  
 
Swami: Then I’ll answer it.  
 
Lucia: Swami, you were looking in his eyes and he was looking in 
your eyes so there's something and you said an avatar is with you 
and you, and that object will kind of merge or the energy will merge 
so it seems to be that.   
 
Swami: I can't explain now, sorry.  
 
Christine Str.: Swami, the clarity that we need in the process is it the 
clarity of the heart or the clarity of the soul or the mind? 
 
Swami: A to Z, everything.  
 
Christine Str: So does it mean everybody who is successful had that 
clarity for one moment, complete clarity of heart, mind and soul? 
 
Swami: Yes.  
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Christine Str: How do we know how close we are to this clarity? 
How do we know how close we are to this clarity? 
 
Swami: That’s why I'm only going to choose very, only very few 
people to do the Jesus Christ. That’s why I said it means you are a 
part of in the darkness with having great doubt, put that way. For 
example, if I have the any great master if he said, “Take the knife, cut 
this.” Cut it, “What is the next?” I don’t think what he is going to 
say? Just, “Do it, do it.” “Shave the hairs,” I shave the hairs. Do you 
know what I'm saying? 
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: That’s need to come. Sometimes I keep making waiting for 
dragging the time. How much you have the patience - that’s super 
important punch, patience, and with the same inspiration you're 
doing the practice. That’s big job, big job. When I met Will in the 
New York, he's very interesting with his suit dress and I'm very tired. 
I have to go and give a talk in the New York. I'm sorry I hate that 
town the vibrations. I love that but… and somebody brought me to a 
park, like a park I had a one hour time to a green park. Everywhere is 
thousands of people. It is ten time worse than the cleanest, the dirty. I 
came to one beautiful church, big, and I seen the Will there and I 
looked his eyes and I don’t know what he's really doing but I put my 
sankalpam, “He has to come back to India. Let he complete his job, 
go.” At the time he is in very interesting position, I know it. He 
knows it. But anyhow, I brought him here. Its not easy to bring him 
here in that type of situations. You understand Will? 
 
Will: Yes, Swami.  
 
Swami: Be honest.  
 
Will: Yes. I came to New York that time because I was really looking 
for something and I didn’t know what it was and I remember you 
patted me on the belly in the church.  
 
Swami: Good. Anyhow whatever it is, congratulations and do what I 
said tonight very peacefully. You're not going for full moon process. 
Your process is you're sitting and you're doing it. You're complete 
silence. You're not leaving that box.  
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Will: When should I start Swami? 
 
Swami: Midnight. Sit by 11:30, 12 then go for until two hours make it 
(sit in the open palm of the hand), put that and look at the Baba’s face 
and look at that. See the light Okay?  
 
Students: Thank you Swami.  
 
Swami: Goodnight. 
 
Students: Goodnight.  
 
Swami to Will as he’s walking out: Be in silence tomorrow.   
 

End of Talk 
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